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Gun Control:
Separating Reality from Symbolism
Don B. Kates, Jr.[*]

I. Introduction
This Essay is a distillation of two speeches. The first was given in November, 1993 to the
University of Minnesota Law School's Federalist Society; a conservative organization. The
second, which largely followed the text of the first, was given at the University of Florida Law
School under the kind sponsorship of the American Civil Liberties Union's (ACLU) Gainesville
Chapter. Some people would perceive the ACLU and the Federalist Society as almost
diametrically contradictory sponsors.[1] Yet, the speeches coalesced around a common theme,
though the ACLU speech included some additional discussion of civil liberty and rights issues.
The common theme of my two speeches is the apparent disregard by gun control (more correctly,
gun prohibition) advocates of civil liberties and civil rights issues, the largely adverse
criminological research conclusions, and Second Amendment constitutional scholarship. Thus,
both my speeches stressed the remarkable discrepancy between scholarship (whether social
scientific or constitutional) and the "accepted wisdom" that disarming ordinary, law abiding, and
responsible citizens is both desirable and constitutional.(p.354)
In emphasizing this remarkable discrepancy, I did not, and do not, repudiate my long-standing
advocacy of moderate, rational gun controls--by which I mean laws aimed against gun ownership
by the criminal and the irresponsible, but not against ownership by law abiding, responsible
adults.[2] Nor do I repudiate my conclusion that the constitutional right to arms allows such
controls, including controls that I, as a criminologist, would oppose because they are not costeffective.[3] But, as I will discuss, criminological research and analysis over the past decade has
grown progressively more adverse to arguments for disarming the law abiding or for any
reduction in their access to ordinary defensive firearms.[4] I also argue that constitutional
scholarship (p.355)over the same period erases any doubt that the Second Amendment guarantees
law abiding, responsible adults full freedom of choice to possess firearms.[5]
The failure of anti-gun advocates to recognize the vast corpus of contrary scholarship reflects the
fact that the "great American gun war" is really a culture conflict. It is less about criminology
than about ideology and morality.[6] In saying this, I do not mean to deny that most Americans,
including most gun owners, support numerous moderate controls which the gun lobby opposes.

But, this broad popular support is based on a desire to mitigate the social harms associated with
firearms. Such pragmatic concerns are largely tangential to the cultural and moral concerns that
motivate the anti-gun movement of organizations like Handgun Control, Inc. (HCI) or the former
National Coalition to Ban Handguns (NCBH), now the Coalition Against Gun
Violence.[7](p.356)
The anti-gun movement is motivated by an ethical/cultural imperative that its adherents believe
will lead to a better and more civilized nation. Epitomizing this ethical/cultural imperative are
denunciations of "the fear we have of each other." This fear represents "the worst instincts in the
human character" and is illustrated by "the need that some homeowners and shopkeepers believe
they have for weapons to defend themselves." It follows, therefore, that banning the barbarism of
defensive firearms ownership is a crucial step in the "civilizing process."[8] Given their
essentially non-pragmatic, noncriminological perspective, anti-gun advocates naturally have little
interest in the pragmatic questions of whether prohibitory gun policies will disarm criminals or
actually reduce violence.[9] To them, these concerns are irrelevant and unimportant because their
purpose for outlawing defensive firearms ownership is moral, cultural, and symbolic. They seek
laws to affirm symbolically their moral vision while simultaneously rejecting and condemning
the contrary moral vision of gun owners. A law banning defensive gun ownership will inculcate
their views that: "'[T]he only reason for guns in civilian hands (p.357)is for sporting
purposes;'"[10] that personal self-defense and the ownership of arms for protection of home and
family is morally wrong;[11] and that defensive gun ownership is a form of vigilantism,[12]
"anarchy, not order under law," a usurpation of an exclusive function of the state.[13]
The non-pragmatically ethical, rather than criminological, focus of anti-gun ideology is
epitomized by liberal sociologist Laurence Ross' review of the definitive criminological text on
firearms in American life: Professor Gary Kleck's Point Blank: Guns and Violence in America.
As a social scientist, Ross commends Kleck's meticulous clarification of the (p.358)exaggerations
and falsehoods that constantly obfuscate the issues. For example, "fewer than 1% of all guns, and
fewer than 2% even of handguns will ever be used in a violent crime" and "more people are
killed in swimming pool accidents than firearms accidents."[14] Also, Ross does not quarrel with
Kleck's finding that handguns are more often used by the law-abiding to repel crimes than by
felons in committing them. Thus, Ross does not deny (though neither does he dwell on) the fact
that handguns save far more innocent lives than criminals misusing them take each year.
However, Ross asserts that "despite the masses of data and the cleverness of his analysis and
argument, Kleck has missed the point." According to Ross, Kleck
[E]mbrace[s] a society based on an internal as well as an external balance of
terror. The social order is seen to rest adequately on masses of potential victims
using the threat of gun violence to deter masses of potential armed criminals.
[This] spectacle is one that ought to disgust rather than cheer the civilized
observer.[15]
Advocates like Ross commonly assert that gun control is "worth it" if it saves even one life. But
Ross' remarks show that this argument means less than otherwise appears. For, when it turns out
that it is defensive gun ownership that saves lives, it also turns out that saving lives is not "worth
it"--at least not to Ross who is very candid about this observation. Ross approvingly notes that

the tragic "fate of James Brady" provided the "impetus for attempts at broader gun control." He
actually welcomes "more [such shooting] incidents, more heinous ones with more tragic or more
important victims, [as the impetus for us] to develop the necessary determination" to move
beyond "narrow controls" to the desired goal of banning and confiscating all guns.[16]
Readers may make their own judgments on the morality of such willingness (even eagerness) to
see people crippled and killed as a way of promoting ideological, symbolic, and heuristic goals.
My point is to show that the willingness to sacrifice what the anti-gun movement is ostensibly
seeking to preserve explains the anti-gun ideology's disregard for criminological and historical
facts, as well as civil liberties issues.(p.359)

II. The Second Amendment[17]
My position here, like that of virtually every other scholar who has recently addressed the issues,
discomfits both extremes in the gun debate. Let me begin with the common denial by anti-gun
advocates that the right to arms applies to individuals. They claim that the Second Amendment
only guarantees states the right to armed militias. This position is not just wrong, but frivolous-something that no knowledgeable person can honestly argue in light of modern research.
True, both the American Bar Association and the ACLU endorse this frivolous states' right
claim.[18] But scholarly research over the past fifteen years has destroyed what scant historical
support it ever had. Among thirty-six law review articles addressing the Amendment since 1980,
only four take the states' right position. Three of those articles were written by paid employees of
anti-gun groups and the fourth by a politician. All four were presented in symposia after the antigun groups and/or individuals were invited to submit articles detailing their position.[19]
In striking contrast, numerous law review articles conclude that (p.360)the Second Amendment
protects the individual's right to own guns.[20] This conclusion is also endorsed by outstanding
liberal constitutional scholars like Akhil Amar, Sanford Levinson, and William Van Alstyne who
do not own guns and neither expected nor desired that the historical evidence would force them
into bed with the gun lobby.[21] I will note only three elements of that vast corpus of historical
evidence which support my position.

A. The States' Right View--A 20th Century Invention
The very concept that the Second Amendment only guarantees that states will have the right to
maintain a militia, while denying individuals the right to bear arms, is an invention of this
century's gun control debate. The Founding Fathers seem not to have had even the remotest
inkling of such a concept.[22] Nor did any pre-twentieth century case or commentary depart
from the individual right to arms concept.[23] Also, (p.361)the Second Amendment's author,
James Madison, endorsed a commentary explaining that the Second Amendment was intended to
protect people against the confiscation of their own weapons. This commentary was widely
published and republished before Congress when it enacted the Bill of Rights.[24]
In discussing the Bill of Rights, Madison and his contemporaries addressed the right to bear arms
in the same breath as the freedoms of speech, press, and religion. They consistently lumped these

rights together under such descriptions as "human rights," "private rights," rights "respecting
personal liberty," and "essential and sacred rights."[25]
This evidence cannot be squared with the anti-gun interpretation of the Second Amendment as
embodying Anti-Federalist objections to the federal government's military-militia powers in
Article I, Section 8 Clauses 15 and 16 of the original Constitution. Madison, a leading Federalist
defender of the Constitution, categorically denied that his amendments would reduce federal
power in any respect.[26] The Anti-Federalists agreed, objecting that the Bill of Rights did not
incorporate their concerns in this respect, and proposed additional amendments which would do
so. These proposed amendments were rejected.[27]
Moreover, Madison's own proposal for integrating his amendments (p.362)into the Constitution
was not to add them at the end (as they have been), but to interlineate them into the portions of
the original Constitution they affected or to which they related. If he had thought the Second
Amendment related to the military-militia provisions, he would have included it in Article I,
Section 8. Instead, he planned to insert the right to arms with freedom of religion, the press, and
other personal rights in Section 9 following the rights against bills of attainder and ex-post facto
laws.
To reiterate, the idea of the Second Amendment as something other (or less) than a guarantee of
an individual right to arms is a purely twentieth Century invention that prior generations,
especially the Constitution's authors, did not contemplate.

B. General Attitude of the Founders Toward Firearms
Historical research demonstrates the Founders out-"NRAing" even the NRA in expressing what
one intellectual historian has described as their "almost religious [attitude] about the relationship
between men and arms" in a free society.[28] "One loves to possess arms" wrote Thomas
Jefferson, the premier intellectual of his day, to George Washington on June 19, 1796.[29] Also,
Jefferson went to the trouble of translating and laboriously copying in longhand into his personal
compilation of great quotations and wise sayings a flowery, elaborate Eighteenth Century
version of the slogan "when guns are outlawed only outlaws will have guns."[30] And Jefferson's
model state constitution (p.363)guaranteed that "[n]o free man shall be debarred the use of arms in
his own lands."[31]
Likewise, Thomas Paine both denied that arms controls would disarm criminals and deemed it a
positive social good that decent people be armed against them:
[T]he peaceable part of mankind will be continually overrun by the vile and
abandoned, while they neglect the means of self-defense.... The supposed
quietude of a good man allures the ruffian; ... [but] arms like laws discourage and
keep the invader and the plunderer in awe, and preserve order in the world....
Horrid mischief would ensue were [the good] deprived of the use of them ... the
weak will become a prey to the strong.[32]
In an earlier article, Paine also noted:

I am thus far a Quaker that I would gladly argue with all the world to lay aside the
use of arms, and settle matters by negotiation, but unless the whole will, the
matter ends, and I take up my musket and thank heaven he [sic] has put it in my
power.[33]
The Founders' belief in the social value (and sacred personal right) of bearing arms derived from
the English philosophers Algernon Sidney and John Locke and the legal commentator William
Blackstone. Blackstone ranked "arms for an [individual] defense" as a "natural right of resistance
and self-preservation, when the sanctions of society are found insufficient to restrain the violence
of oppression."[34] Blackstone saw the right of individual gun ownership as preserving to
England its (p.364)free government and to Englishmen their liberties.[35]
Sidney was executed for asserting his belief in the right to revolt against tyranny. Prior to his
death, he and Locke defended that right as an aspect of personal self-defense: "Swords were
given to men, that none might be Slaves, but such as know not how to use them."[36] "Innocent
persons [would] be exposed to the violence of the most wicked, if men might not justly defend
themselves against injustice."[37]
The Founders unanimously agreed with this philosophy. "The great object," thundered AntiFederalist Patrick Henry, "is that every man be armed." Madison and other Federalists also
reviled despots for being "afraid to trust the people with arms" and extolled "the advantage of
being armed, which the Americans possess over the people of almost every other nation."[38]
In sum, because the Founders firmly included the right to arms among the natural rights they
hailed as "essential and sacred," "human rights," and "private rights," there is no reason to read
the Second Amendment's guarantee of "the right of the people to keep and bear arms" any way
but literally.

C. The Text of the Second Amendment
As the United States Supreme Court recently observed, the phrase "right of the people" is
consistently used throughout the Bill of Rights to refer to the rights of citizens against
government.[39] To reject its literal meaning and instead swallow the states' right view, one must
believe that when the First Congress drafted the Bill of Rights it used "right of the people" in the
First Amendment to mean an individual right; although it later used the same phrase in the
Second Amendment (p.365)to describe a right of the states; and then, in the Fourth and Ninth
Amendments Congress again used the phrase to describe an individual's right. Further, one must
ignore that the Tenth Amendment specifically distinguishes "the states" from "the people," but
the Second Amendment does not.[40]

D. Limitations on the Right to Arms
Having addressed the anti-gun view, the gun lobby position may be briefly dispatched by noting
that the Amendment does not read: "Congress shall make no law of which the gun lobby
disapproves." For historical reasons, that I have outlined at great length, the right to arms is
subject to numerous limitations, including: Not extending to felons, children, or the insane; and it

is limited to ordinary small arms (including semi-automatic firearms), but does not include
possession of weapons of mass destruction.
The NRA has implicitly recognized much of this insofar as it has consistently promoted laws
against gun possession by felons and the insane. Yet, with manifest inconsistency, the gun lobby,
at least until recently, denied the constitutionality of background checks, licensing, or other
devices to preclude such undesirables from obtaining firearms.[41]
In sum, the Second Amendment guarantees responsible, law-abiding adults an absolute right to
choose to own ordinary small arms. But, that right is subject to reasonable and rapid screening
mechanisms designed to exclude criminals and the irresponsible, and to numerous other
restrictions as well.(p.366)

III. Modern Criminological Views of Gun Control
It may surprise readers that modern criminologists reject gun control as a fruitful strategy. For
many years, zealots virtually monopolized academic writing on guns, seeking to validate their
loathing for guns and gun owners.[42] Neutral scholars eschewed the gun issue and the gun
lobby, though able to exert great pressure on legislators, was incapable of, and uninterested in,
addressing intellectually sophisticated audiences.
The anti-gun zealots' monopoly of the gun issue ended when the National Institute of Justice
funded a massive study, the results of which became the cornerstone of all scrupulous and
objective criminological work in this area. The enormous grant was intended to allow
sociologists James D. Wright and Peter Rossi to evaluate the previous literature and distill from
it an analysis of the role of firearms in violence and an agenda for gun control policy. To their
surprise, Wright and Rossi found the literature so biased and shoddy that it provided no basis for
policy-making.[43] In private they described it as "result oriented trash;"[44] in public, they
merely admitted that their research caused them to re-examine and disavow the strong anti-gun
views with which they began it.[45]
Subsequent criminological research has repudiated virtually every element of the conventional
argument for banning handguns or any guns, to the general public. Kleck has shown that
widespread gun ownership by the law-abiding does not promote homicide, and that
(p.367)handguns are used by victims to defeat crimes about three times more often than they are
misused by criminals committing crimes. The response to these findings has been little more
than ad hominem claims that because Kleck is a minion of the gun lobby, his scholarship should
not be taken seriously.[46] This is as false as it is irrelevant. Kleck is not a member of the NRA,
and has never taken a dime from the gun lobby.[47] Far from being biased favorably toward the
gun lobby, Kleck has consistently supported rational, moderate controls that the gun lobby has
opposed.[48] Moreover, like Wright and Rossi, Kleck admitted:
When I began my research on guns in 1976, like most academics, I was a believer
in the "anti-gun" thesis, i.e. the idea [that] gun availability has a net positive effect
on the frequency and/or seriousness of violent acts. It seemed then like selfevident common sense which hardly needed to be empirically tested. However, as

a modest body of reliable evidence (and an enormous body of not-so-reliable
evidence) accumulated, many of the most able specialists in (p.368)this area shifted
from the "anti-gun" position to a more skeptical stance, in which it was negatively
argued that the best available evidence does not convincingly or consistently
support the anti-gun position. This is not the same as saying we know the anti-gun
position to be wrong, but rather that there is no strong case for it being correct.
The most prominent representatives of the skeptic position would be James
Wright and Peter Rossi, authors of the best scholarly review of the literature.[49]
Actually, Wright has also moved beyond skepticism to embrace Kleck's view "that the best
currently available evidence, imperfect though it is (and must always be), indicates that general
gun availability has no measurable net positive effect on rates of homicide, suicide, robbery,
assault, rape, or burglary in the U.S."[50]
I think it significant that I know of no criminologist who doubted the value of gun control laws
being forced by the evidence to disavow their position. In contrast, beside Kleck, numerous other
social scientists have had to repudiate anti-gun premises which they championed when they
began their research, including Hans Toch,[51] Ted R. Gurr,[52] and Brandon
Centerwall.[53](p.369)
None of these social scientists are devotees of the gun lobby and none deny that controls aimed
at disarming criminals have their place in any crime reductive strategy. Unfortunately, as the
works quoted attest, three facts limit the importance of any level or form of gun control in
reducing crime. First, violence results from basic socio-economic and cultural factors that are not
altered by merely curbing availability of a particular weapon. Even with murders by firearm
excluded, the U.S. murder rate still exceeds the total gun and non-gun murder rates of most
Western European countries. If all the guns could be made to disappear, most gun murders
would still occur, but would be committed with other (though less) deadly weapons. Second, the
guns aren't going to all disappear; enough illegal guns will always be (p.370)available in any
society to arm those who want to misuse them. Third, criminals and the irresponsible persons we
most want to disarm will always be least likely to comply with gun bans, and thus, be least
affected by them.
I shall address these crucial points below in Section V, but will first discuss some civil rights and
liberties implications of the gun control struggle.

IV. Racism and Gun Control
President Clinton's signing of the Brady Bill occasioned calls for even more restrictive gun laws
from the mayors of New York and Los Angeles. This is ironic because those cities' failure to
protect vulnerable minorities shows why banning guns is neither prudent nor fair. In the 1992
Los Angeles riots, armed Koreans were left to defend their properties and themselves against
thugs as the police abandoned vast areas of South Central Los Angeles during the rioting.[54]
Likewise, Orthodox Jews of the Lubavitcher (Hasidic) sect were subjected to a virtual pogrom
when New York City police were withdrawn from the Crown Heights area in the August 1991
riots.[55]

Regrettably, gun control has often been intended, and even more often operated, to disarm
vulnerable minorities. The earliest English arms control law (1181) targeted Jews and left them
helpless against pogroms. Our Second Amendment guarantee of the right to arms reflects our
Founders' knowledge that France first disarmed all but its nobility, and then disarmed the
Protestant nobles to help force their conversion to Catholicism; and that England's Catholic King
James II was overthrown for trying to disarm Protestants, who then disarmed Catholics.
In addition, while slavery existed in America, blacks were disarmed. Immediately after the
Confederate surrender at Appomattox in 1865, Southern legislatures enacted special laws to keep
blacks in perpetual peonage--including disarming them. To prohibit such interference with the
constitutional right to arms, Congress enacted the Civil Rights Act of 1866 and the Fourteenth
Amendment in 1868. Southern "Black Codes" being thus abrogated, the South turned to
(p.371)superficially neutral gun laws, including the earliest Saturday Night Special laws and
South Carolina's ban on handgun sales. These laws, and others like them, were intended and
enforced to render blacks defenseless against the Ku Klux Klan. As a Florida Supreme Court
Justice commented in voiding a 1941 conviction of a white man under a nineteenth century law:
"The Act was passed for the purpose of disarming negro laborers, ... [it was] never intended to be
applied to the white population."[56]
Nevertheless, blacks carried arms to help preserve the lives of civil rights workers during the
early years of the modern civil rights movement when Washington shrank from curbing Klan
terrorism for fear of offending the South's all-white electorate. Martin Luther King Jr. preached
non-resistance to non-lethal violence, not to outright lynching. His and other civil rights leaders'
bodyguards carried concealed handguns illegally and some leaders even carried their own gun as
well.[57]
Thus, when criminals knew their victims were armed, the result was not more violence, but less.
Encountering armed resistance, Klansmen usually backed off.[58] And police, though inactive
when unarmed civil rights workers were beaten or murdered, discovered the need to step in and
neutrally keep the peace when the victims appeared ready to defend themselves.[59](p.372)

V. Some Major Anti-Gun Myths
I conclude this Essay by exposing four myths which have had major import in building the
pseudo-criminological argument for banning all guns or handguns to the general public.

A. The Argument Against Armed Self-Defense
In common with other anti-gun organizations, HCI advises victims attacked by rapists or other
violent felons to submit rather than physically resist in any way. According to HCI, "the best
defense against injury is to put up no defense--give them what they want or run."[60] But,
criminological data show that victims who resist with a gun are both far less likely to be raped or
robbed and only half as likely to be injured as those who submit, throwing themselves on the
tender mercies of rapists or robbers.[61] Running away or screaming is also far more dangerous
and far less effective than resisting with a gun.(p.373)

B. Supposed Correlation Between Gun Ownership and Homicide Trends
Does acquiring a gun induce large numbers of previously law-abiding people to rape, rob, and
murder? Or do perceptions that crime is high or rising induce law-abiding people to buy guns,
thereby producing a coincidence of high crime rates and increased gun sales? It is an article of
faith in anti-gun literature that the mere availability of firearms to law-abiding, responsible adults
"causes" them to murder.[62] During and after the fifteen year period, 1960-74, anti-gun authors
regularly cited the coincidence of increasing sales of guns, especially handguns, with increasing
homicide rates as proof that the former caused the latter.[63] They did not even consider the
possibility that it may have instead been the high crime rate which fueled the gun sales. This
omission exemplifies the unsophisticated failure to explore inconvenient concepts and facts upon
which the anti-gun case is built. Application of the same puerile "reasoning" to the fact that the
personnel size of police forces steadily expanded as the crime rate grew during the period
between 1960-1974 would impel the conclusion that "police cause crime."
In any event, during the next fifteen year period, 1974-88, handgun sales continued apace but
homicide first substantially stabilized and then substantially declined. No mention of this
embarrassing coincidence will be found in any publication by an anti-gun author or organization.
Indeed, to obscure the fact of declining homicide, the anti-gun authors have instead begun giving
a combined total for gun murders, gun suicides, and accidental gun deaths.[64] This has the
additional effect of obscuring, as will be discussed below, the marked decline in fatal gun
accidents which has accompanied the proliferation of the much safer handgun to replace rifles
and shotguns in the home (p.374)defense role.
But some anti-gun advocates, finding it impossible to wean themselves from the fatuous
statistical coincidence argument, have continued to make it by simply misrepresenting the facts.
In 1979, the U.S. Public Health Service decided that while firearms may not be a disease, they
are a public health menace which ought to be eliminated.[65] To support this decision, it has
funded the Centers for Disease Control (CDC) to produce work supposedly proving their
position. Accordingly, an official CDC Report solemnly informed Congress in 1989 that since
the early 1970s firearms availability and homicide rates have risen in parallel.[66] No supporting
reference is given because the actual trend data are diametrically opposite. Since the early 1970s
the handgun stock has increased sixty-nine percent, but handgun murders declined twenty-seven
percent; and a forty-seven percent increase in all types of guns was accompanied by a thirty-one
percent decline in gun murder overall.[67]
The non-coincidence of gun murders and gun ownership rates in the 1974-88 period does not
disprove the anti-gun belief that the availability of firearms to law-abiding, responsible adults
causes them to murder one another. As noted above, violence reflects basic socioeconomic and
cultural factors with the mere availability of particular weaponry playing at most a marginal part.
Thus, if those basic factors reduce homicide, it is possible for gun ownership to increase while
homicide decreases, even if the increased gun ownership otherwise (p.375)would promote
homicide to some minor extent.
Nevertheless, the idea that widespread gun ownership increases homicide is contraindicated by
the invariable finding of studies trying to link gun ownership to violence rates that there is either

no relationship or even a negative relationship--for example, cities and counties with high gun
ownership suffer less violence than demographically comparable areas with lower gun
ownership.[68]

C. Accidental Firearm Deaths
Given current levels of crime and fear, millions of Americans feel it prudent or necessary to keep
a loaded firearm in their home for self-defense--a practice from which no amount of preachment
seems able to dissuade them. Thus, it may confidently be assumed that an absence of handguns
would impel many to substitute long guns for handguns in the home for defense.[69]
Necessarily, such substitution on a large scale would greatly increase accidental fatalities
because a loaded long gun kept for home defense is much more problematic than a similarly kept
handgun. If kept loaded and ready for rapid defensive deployment, a long gun is much more
difficult to secure and keep away from a child. Moreover, long guns are both more likely to
accidentally discharge, and deadlier when discharged, than handguns.[70]
The trend data indicate the magnitude of the risks involved if a handgun-only ban induced a
return to reliance on loaded long guns for (p.376)home defense. The supposed evil of the
"proliferation of handguns" since 1967 has resulted in the handgun largely displacing the long
gun as the weapon kept loaded in the home for self-protection. Not coincidentally, since 1967
accidental firearm deaths have decreased by almost sixty percent.[71]
From the available data, it may be estimated that if eighty-five percent of loaded handguns in
American homes in the year 1980 had been long guns, the number of fatal gun accidents would
have more than quadrupled, from 1,244 to approximately 5,346. Or, to put it another way,
roughly an additional 4,100 lives per year would be lost in accidental shootings in the home if a
handgun ban resulted in loaded long guns being kept for home defense in the same numbers as
handguns are now kept.
Anti-gun advocates avoid these embarrassing facts and enhance their argument by simply
misrepresenting the number of accidental firearms deaths. For example, to support his
"communitarian" firearms prohibition program, Amitai Etzioni repeatedly claims that 14,000
Americans die each year in gun accidents. The actual figure is 1,400. Testimony by the
American Academy of Pediatrics urging that Congress adopt stringent anti-gun policies
exaggerated by more than fifty percent the number of children under age of fifteen killed in
firearms accidents annually.[72]
HCI uses an advertisement which pictures an infant playing with a pistol. In fact, fortunately,
less than fifteen children and infants under age five die in handgun accidents each year. Of
course, every one of those deaths is a terrible, needless tragedy. But, it is less than one-twentieth
the tragedy of the 380 such infants who accidentally drown in swimming pools each year. Yet,
nobody would likely demand a ban on new swimming pools and certainly nobody would require
that all those who currently own pools fill them in. Of course, handguns and swimming pools are
very different things that may merit very different policy responses. Among the relevant

differences are that, unlike handguns, pools are not used to defend against 2.1 million crimes
each year, nor do pools save innumerable innocent lives.
Moreover, studies of the adults whose recklessness causes gun (p.377)accidents (whether directly
or by allowing guns to fall into the hands of children) find that these irresponsible perpetrators
closely resemble the average murderer in attitude and life history. Those "who cause such
accidents are disproportionately involved in other accidents, violent crime and heavy
drinking."[73] To reiterate, while there are compelling arguments for gun control (such as laws
seeking to disarm irresponsibles), the argument for disarming the general public cannot be made
on any theory of saving lives or reducing crime. Its real basis is the desire of persons holding
certain moral and cultural views to have those views symbolically validated by the law and the
contrary view of others condemned.

D. The Average Person as Murderer
Finally, we come to the argument that law abiding, responsible people must be disarmed because
murders are supposedly committed by ordinary people in the heat of anger--thousands of "gun
murders [are] done by law-abiding citizens who might have stayed law-abiding if they had not
possessed firearms."[74] This is simply false. The point most often invoked as supporting it is
that "[m]ost murders are committed by a relative or close acquaintance of the victim."[75] The
statement itself is technically false because most murders are not committed by a "close"
acquaintance. Often, victim and perpetrator are at least somewhat acquainted because
"acquaintance homicide" often means a drug addict killing his dealer in the course of robbing
him; a loan shark or bookie killing a non-paying customer; and gang members, drug dealers, and
members of organized crime "families" killing each other. Concomitantly, it is manifestly a non
sequitur to infer from acquaintance, or even blood relationship, that the killer is an ordinary
citizen rather than a long-time criminal. That would only follow if ordinary citizens differ from
criminals in that a criminal neither knows (p.378)anyone nor is related to anyone.
The other data supposedly proving murderers to be ordinary citizens is citation of FBI statistics
as showing that seventy-three percent of murders "were committed by previously law abiding
citizens ... in arguments with family members or acquaintances."[76] But this is either a
fabrication or an embarrassing gaffe. Far from showing that seventy-three percent of murderers
had no prior record, the Uniform Crime Report (UCR) cited and other FBI data on the issue,
invariably show seventy to eighty percent of murder arrestees have prior arrests for violent
felony or burglary.[77] These data are confirmed by numerous local studies over the past forty
years.[78] Additionally, FBI national data for an earlier five year period showed that arrested
murderers who had an adult criminal record had an average prior criminal career of at least six
years duration, including four major felony arrests.[79]
Also, it may not be inferred that the remaining twenty to twenty-five percent of murderers are
ordinary law-abiding people. There are two reasons why only seventy to eighty percent of
murderers have prior adult criminal records. First, ten to fifteen percent of murderers are
juveniles who, by definition, cannot have such records. Second, wife murderers generally have
long prior histories of violence which have not resulted in arrest because they attacked spouses
and other family members.[80] As a leading authority on domestic homicide notes: "The day-to-

day reality is that most family murders are preceded by a long history of assaults .... Intrafamily
homicide is typically just one episode in a long standing syndrome of violence."[81](p.379)
In sum, virtually all murders are committed by the same kind of aberrants who are responsible
for fatal gun accidents--people whose striking lack of concern for human life and safety is
demonstrated by life histories of violence, substance abuse, and dangerous accidents. Certainly
our laws should target such irresponsibles for disarmament. But, there is no basis for thinking
gun ownership by responsible, law abiding adults is a crime risk. On the contrary, it is one of the
most effective deterrents we have against crime.
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